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About This Game

Experience a point-and-click adventure RPG that features seven playable female characters and a male vampire in this not-so
serious tale.

Catz and Kitsune desire to go on an adventure with Xenonight who have no choice but to follow them. Eventually they meet a
mysterious vampire known as Lilith Bloodrose and end up being in a deep trouble. Can you help them face their threats and

satisfy Catz's adventurous mind?

A wide variety of enemies from armored zombies to man eating plants.
An Intuitive shop system that doesn't require you to go back to town to refill.
A ton of potentially comedic dialogue that brings the fictional world alive.
Play through optional puzzles with various random rewards.
A combat system that rewards of using right abilities at the right time.
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the clans - saga of the twins deluxe edition. the clans - saga of the twins badge. the clans - saga of the twins

Awesome puzzle game. Everyone loves Zuma! A tropical island themed Zuma with adventure mode (60 levels, unlockable
heroic difficulty, six boss battles), 70 unlockable timed challenge levels and the ten level Iron Frog gauntlet for the especially
brave. Colorful high res graphics and Steam achievements. One of the highest quality casual/Popcap games out there.. Cute
game concept that won't demand too much time the first few times around. Predicated on series of incursions into hostile space,
there is depth there, but you have to dig through a great deal of repetition and happenstance to find it.

Likely a great lo-fi game when it came out, in this era of backlogs and expanding Steam libraries this game is unfortunately
skippable in light of newer, similar, better titles.. Hector: The badge of Carnage is sold as full package that includes all of the
episodes, so I\u2019ll give my review as a single game even though it has three separate executables. The series tells a single
story arching over the three episodes and therefore act as one in that sense as well.

A terrorist is on loose at Clappers Wreake and it\u2019s your job as titular Hector to save the town. Very little is actually worth
saving since the place is run down and infested with trash \u2013 both literal and as in its citizens. In your aid is an annoying and
useless (the game\u2019s own words) sidekick called Lambert. Hector himself is no ordinary policeman and neither are his
methods: There is not a single decent thing you do in this game! You have to insult people, drug people, cheat people.
You\u2019ll participate in organ trading, church burning and evidence forging among other things. I especially liked the part
where you beat up a dairy farmer.

This might seem as crude and you can be sure it is. It\u2019s all presented with loads of dark and tasteless humour that you
either love or you hate. Every human orifice and fluids found within gets some time in the spotlight. I kind of liked the totally
absurd conversation options and just listening to the madness. Puzzles are relatively easy and you can breeze through most of the
game. There is a really generous hint system if you ever get stuck and even a full walkthough can be found in the menus.

Graphics have nothing to give praise for. Animation is there just to get the job done but it's not very polished. The game does
support wide range of resolutions, at least up to 1920x1080, but the assets are not 16:9. Instead the game leaves black bars on
both sides of the screen and it\u2019s really hard to tell any meaningful difference between the resolution settings. The
graphical quality cannot be customised any other way. I didn\u2019t notice any crashing, bugs etc. during my playthrough,
which took about 4 hours per episode.

Hector\u2019s voice acting really hits the spot and his delivery combined with the horrible things he\u2019s saying is what kept
me motivated. Every character has a thick British accent with a lot of slang that is at times hard to understand. No matter, since
every unfamiliar word is an insult anyway. Whatever other sounds or music there was didn't make any impact.

I\u2019m a little bit ashamed to admit it but I laughed far more than anyone should at this game. I have given warnings about
the content and if it still sounds like something you might enjoy, you\u2019ll get your moneys worth. Recommended!. Bought
this during early access on steam. Please see below video for my "initial" blind thoughts as I played through my first game. Too
Long Didn't Watch: Strong first impression: enjoyable, pretty good variety for early access, will be playing more.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/pWHDPfCf7cQ. The puzzles in this game are ok. Not amazing but not bad either. Unfortunately the game
really doesn't feel very polished and it is a little buggy. Objects sometimes float in midair when you release them and other
times they drop to the floor. Of particular annoyance, I tried the larger rooms since teleport was added to the game, but I
reached one room and the teleport stopped working properly so I couldn't progress any further.

If the bugs were removed and the game polished up a bit, I would recommend this game to someone who is really into
escape\/puzzle room games, but if you're not fussed either way, this isn't a particularly special VR game and you're not missing
out.

Would I recommend this game to a friend? No. But if they really felt the urge to try it, I wouldn't warn them against it either..
Puzzle Puppers has cute graphics, awesome puzzles and is an extremely fun to play. Most of the puzzles are fairly easy to figure
out with a few that make you really think. If you like puzzle games, pick this one up!. Huge maps, various mission and
innovative concept. Good game !. The air physics are incredibly sluggish, some of the level design borders on ♥♥♥♥ you, the
lag makes the platforming obnoxious and eats inputs and there's some unnecessary instances of collision damage that make the
whole more frustrating.
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In the end, did I have a good time? Yeah I guess, I've played worse, and had a few good laughs, but this game would've been so
much better if it ran sort of alright and just controlled a bit snappier. Now it's just kind of eh alright but not 7 dollars worth of
eh alright.

Now if you'll excuse me, I need to dunk my hand in some ice after all that button mashing.

5/10, gift to your friends during a steam sale for a good time.
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A truly first class route, that will have to go down as one of my all time modern routes despite its relatively short length. What it
lacks in overall A-B mileage, it more than makes up for this with its beautiful design; stunning scenery and amazing high quality
detail. The route is an absolute pleasure to drive, and I soon 'bagged' all the included scenarios. which were thoroughly good fun
to drive and worked flawlessly. To have such a smooth run with a generous number of scenarios (which are included with the
route) is most impressive. Whilst not the fastest of European routes, its rapid twisting turning nature, and steep climbs and
decents makes for some hugely entertaining driving. For those that love their super-elevation it's here in spades, and very well
executed; the elevated fast switching curves at times almost makes it feel like a wonderful rollercoaster ride! The included
rolling stock fits in nicely with the route, and overall is high quality in its detailing; these are very good models. The \u00d6BB
1116 is a most satisfying drive, with overall good quality driving physics; IMHO this particular Taurus has better sounds than
most in the game, and the steady 'throb' at high speeds is particularly atmospheric. The included container wagons also display a
nice range of sounds, including super wheel flange effects as the train carves its way around the sharp bends. To experience the
incorporated Austrian signalling system, makes for a few nice subtle changes from the modern German routes available for the
game. Anyway, in summary, all in this is a very enjoyable route, with simply stunning scenery, and is supplied with some decent
quality roling stock, and enjoyable to drive scenarios. Can highly recommend!. No this is not like Amnesia as a few people have
said. I have been playing for the last 1.5 hours and i`m enjoying this game so far. This is not a final review, i just wanted to tell
everyone it`s NOT like Amnesia.. Worst platformer\/shooter I've played in ages.

This game gets it all wrong. Gamepad controls can't be configured and the configuration is badly chosen. Rules are poorly
explained, complex and not any fun.

And finally, after only a few minutes of gameplay, when I tried to restart from the first level in classic mode the game locked up
on me.. Holy WOW is this game not very good. It's INCREDIBLY easy. I literally one shot bosses without even trying. The
point of the game seems to be that if your "lust meter" goes above 100, you go beast mode and start getting
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed by things, but it seems like literally nothing but input from the player would cause this, so, unless
you're INTENTIONALLY trying to lose, you're never going to see that.

The game has this Monster Hunter Motif, which is pretty cute. Too bad it's nothing like Monster Hunter and is actually really
bad. Some of the maps are even inspired by maps from Monster Hunter Freedom Unite, but the enemy designs are bad and not
anything like that game.

Basically, this game is just really unbalanced. You get way too many healing items, so dying is never an issue, and even if you
do, you don't get \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed or anything, you just get sent back to the base camp. You never have to
"manage" your lust meter because when you die in the field, it just gets reset to 0 at no consequence anyway. The game has no
stakes, there is no chance for failure and because of that, I can't be immersed in it's world at all.

There's no interesting characters, no interesting scenes. The main character even says things like, "Wow, it really sucked when I
was always getting \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed by Monsters and then I was enslaved and all this bad stuff happened!" and it
just makes me wish that the game took place THEN, because at least something interesting would happen.

I can't believe this game has received so many positive reviews and I can't believe I'M the one who has to be a "snob" about this
type of stuff. The art is pretty good but I am so sick of these RPGMaker games getting a pass for having good art and not trying
at all with their gameplay, especially because it would be so easy in my opinion to make sure a LINEAR GAME has balanced
gameplay.

If you want a game where a girl gets beat up and \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed, just go play Kunoichi Botan or get the fan
translation of, "The Moral Sword, Asagi". This game is a MASSIVE disappointment. Hopefully one of these publishers gets in
contact with the people who made "The Moral Sword, Asagi" and gets that published instead.. so much problems with this
game... i cannot recommend this game in this state... waiting for updates... the gaming industry in this days..... A fun Time
Management / Trail Management clone of "12 Labours of Hercules". It's slightly easier than Hercules but it isn't overly easy..
Ahh, the game is e is or seems to be dumping " trogans" with the latest update. at least thats what Windows Defender is
showing. So who knows. Bejeweled-style gem-poppin' dynamic deck building, and free! No paywalls or honest advantages can
be bought that hard work can't earn (over a longer period of time, of course, but that's how it is!). It also runs well on my ancient
nearly-ten-year-old potato dying potato-laptop (when most other games have abandoned me).. And I can play on 700+ms ping
internet too, which is all I have access to.
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One of the real gems here is the support staff. "If you're going to do a job, do it well.", and they certainly do!

Devs are also adding new content (beyond new cards\/kingdoms) too.

The community, overall, is also fantastic.

Pop some gems! Slay some friends! Make amends! (and then pop more gems and slay more friends)..
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